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CONTEXT

• Reception Class (age 4 /5 years old)

• 2021/2022 cohort

• Ellacombe Church of England Academy

• Learning Academy Partnership Multi Academy Trust

• Torbay, Devon



OU RESEARCH 
INSPIRATION 

AND RATIONALE

Research shows that reading for pleasure is the most 

significant indicator of a child’s future success. It is 

therefore of huge importance that teachers find 

effective ways to inspire an early love of reading.

“When children, particularly the poorest, have fallen behind in 
reading by 11, the impact can last for the rest of their lives. They 
are less likely to go on to secure good qualifications. Their chances 
of getting a good job and pulling themselves out of poverty are 
severely diminished. And there are substantial wider costs, such as 
increased risks of poor health or of ending up in prison.” 
Read On Get On, Save the Children 2014  https://resourcecentre.savethechildren.net/pdf/read_on_get_on.pdf/

“Making sure that children become engaged with reading from 
the beginning is…one of the most important ways to make a 
difference to their life chances, whatever their socio-economic 
background.” 
The Reading Framework, Department for Education 2022

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1050849/Reading_framework_Teaching_the_foundations_of_literacy_-
_July_2021_Jan_22_update.pdf

In order to foster Reading for Pleasure effectively, 

teachers need to develop a reading for pleasure 

pedagogy which includes independent reading – “to 

entice and engage [children] as readers and create 

relaxed invitational spaces for reading.”
Cremin 2019 Reading Communities
https://cdn.ourfp.org/wp-content/uploads/20210301105855/Reading_Communities_TCremin_2019.pdf?_ga=2.230539289.424249674.1653219736-

1726918181.1625233080

https://resourcecentre.savethechildren.net/pdf/read_on_get_on.pdf/
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1050849/Reading_framework_Teaching_the_foundations_of_literacy_-_July_2021_Jan_22_update.pdf
https://cdn.ourfp.org/wp-content/uploads/20210301105855/Reading_Communities_TCremin_2019.pdf?_ga=2.230539289.424249674.1653219736-1726918181.1625233080


AIMS

My aim was to create another enticing 
reading area in my classroom, in addition to 
our already popular book corner, based 
around our ‘Favourite 5’ core texts. In 
this way I focused on the Social 
Reading Environment (Cremin et al., 
2014). 

Each half term I choose five quality texts to 
be our class ‘Favourite 5’. We share at 
least one of these stories each day, 
usually before home time.

These books were displayed on a rack on a 
table top.

Not yet able to read the stories 
independently, the children did not choose 
to look at the books independently during 
the day. 

I planned to make the stories more 
appealing to the children and to 
encourage them to independently 
engage with the stories by creating an 
interactive display - making a story crate 
for each text along with props linked to the 
story.  



OUTLINE

I selected a group of six focus children, and 

completed a short reading survey at the end of 

Autumn Term on their general attitude to 

books and also gauging their current 

knowledge of our Favourite 5 texts.

I found these children had generally positive 

attitudes to books and reading. 

Four children were able to tell me where 

the Favourite 5 books were but were 

unable to name them or talk about the 

stories.  Two children did not know what 

or where the Favourite 5 books were.



OUTLINE

• In the first half of Spring 

term, I made a display 

area using five crates –

one for each picture 

book.

• I added a small world 

or role play props 

alongside each book 

which linked with each 

story.



OUTLINE

• In the second half of Spring 

term, I created ‘story cups’ 

for each of the stories. 

• Images of key story 

characters were laminated 

and taped to paper cups.



IMPACT:
READING SURVEY RESPONSES

Child
Do you like 

reading?

Are you a good 

reader?

Read at 

home?

Who do you read 

with?

Can you tell me about our Favourite 5 stories?

Autumn 2 Spring 2

1 Love it I’m okay Yes Parents, sister, self “I can’t remember” “That boy is kind”

“Tiger eats everything”

“He helps the people”

“She fights the pea”

“She hurts herself because of the pea”

“My favourite is ‘Kindness’ because that boy he’s 

kind to everyone”

2 Love it I’m good Yes Parents, brother, self, 

nanny

Pointed to display Took me to crates. 

Chose a favourite – “kindness”

3 Love it I’m good Yes Parents, brother, self Pointed to display “I like the Evil Pea best”

4 Love it I’m good Yes Parents, self Pointed to display “Tiger comes to tea and eats all the food”

“Evil Pea”

“I don’t like this one, or that one because it has a 

lion”

5 Aut 2: Don’t like it

Spr 2: It’s okay 

Aut 2: I’m not good yet

Spr 2: I’m good 

Yes Parents, sister, self “It’s on our shelf” “Tiger, Super Daisy, Stays Awake (Midnight 

Superhero), Where’s my Sister, Different Worlds 

(Princess and Pea)” 

Favourite is Tiger “He comes to tea”

6 Love it Aut 2: I’m not good yet

Spr 2: I’m good 

Yes Parents Pointed to the 

book corner

“Tiger Who Came to Tea”

“That one is a happy one…That one is a good one 

too”



IMPACT: 
OBSERVATIONS

• The prop set ups proved popular with 
the class.

• The children would choose to play often 
with the story props.  Children would 
often sit in the area with the books 
looking through them on their own or 
with friends. Sometimes they would retell 
parts of the story, often they would look 
closely at the pictures on the page.

• The children would often move the 
story props into other areas and other 
small world and construction pieces 
to become part of their play. I observed 
the children sometimes using storylines 
from the books in their small world play or 
often using the props and characters in 
their own imagined small world play stories.

• At the end of Spring 2 term, all six focus 
children were able to tell me where 
the Favourite 5 books were. All six 
children could either name some or all of 
the books, talk about what happened in 
some or all of the books, or choose a 
favourite book.



REFLECTIONS ON IMPACT THE TARS 
RESEARCH HAD ON PRACTICE

• The Teachers as Readers (TaRs) research (Cremin et al., 2014) highlighted 
the importance of creating enticing ways for children to interact 
with books and stories in relaxed environment.

• The story crates enabled the children to engage with the stories and story 
characters in their own way, including the small world props or characters 
in their independent play, and also made a new inviting area for the 
children to interact with the books.

• In the future, I intend to continue using story crates and props as a way of 
engaging the class with our Favourite 5 stories.

• My next step in developing Reading for Pleasure in my classroom 
is to add ‘You may also like..’ suggestions to the display, to 
encourage the children to make independent choices about the books they 
interact with.


